
Music For Adults

Discover the music in you...at any age! Whether returning to music 
instruction after many years, pursuing a lifelong passion, or just 
getting started, adult students at Brookline Music School share an 
enthusiasm for music that adds valuable dimension to our artistic 
community. Individual goals may range from personal enrichment to 
professional development, or include the desire to share music in a 
social setting. BMS welcomes students of all levels and backgrounds, 
and offers a wide array of scheduling options seven days a week.

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION 
Private lessons are the core component of musical study for many 
adults. From beginners to very advanced students, adults studying 
at BMS may choose from a wide selection of orchestral, jazz, and 
folk instruments, as well as piano and voice.  A full list of offerings is 
available at BMSmusic.org/private-lessons.

Each student is carefully matched with an appropriate instructor 
based on level, specific musical interests, and learning style. Teachers
tailor lessons closely to the needs and goals of adult students, and
may shift focus to technique, repertoire, or theory as needed. 
Students are encouraged, but not required, to share their music in 
performances ranging from group workshops to formal recitals.

PERFORMING ENSEMBLES
Playing music with others in a collaborative setting is an enjoyable
and rewarding experience for any musician. BMS offers a variety of 
ensemble options for adults of all levels. Performance opportunities 
at BMS and outside venues are included as part of the program. 
Ensembles are open to adult students who have had at least two 
years of recent private study, and play at an intermediate level.

• Chamber Music
• Folk Ensemble
• Jazz & Rock Ensembles 

WORKSHOPS & SALONS
In addition to regular recitals, workshops, and master classes led 
by both faculty and distinguished guests, Brookline Music School 
provides an evening Salon Series specifically for our adult student 
community. Salons offer an informal and supportive forum to share 
works-in-progress and discuss all things musical. 

Non-Discrimination Statement: Brookline Music School does not discriminate on the basis of gender, 
sexual orientation, race, national origin, creed, age, physical or mental disability, religion, veteran status, ancestry, 
genetic information, or any other protected characteristic.

25 Kennard Road, Brookline, MA 02445
(617) 277-4593 | BMSmusic.org

Brookline Music School is funded in part by: Member of: Follow us:
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